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ABSTRACT.

To' investigate 'school distriets'responsea to-fiscal constraint, this
study examined the effects of'changes in distriets', curr &t expenditures pier
tudent on the allocation of available funds to In tructikonal, Support

' erviceS,,and AdMinistrative areas. The relativ ' ccess of each area in the
'budget process was interpreted as a 'composite Judi ator:of th riority of
.that area for the school district. Trends in budget allocation atterns
between,1978-79 and 1981-82 of 46 Oregon school distriCts whiCh ha widely
differing fiscal situations were analyzed. The findings indicate that when
fiscal constraint was greatest, thebddget allocation Choices favored
Instruction over other budget categories and PerSondel expenditures were.
given priority over other object of expentirue.items.iAs fiscal anstraint
diminished, the share of the budget allocated tb.AdmiUistration and to
Capital Outlay increased. 4:4'second and ,unexpected cindingLwas.that the
school districts in the sample for ,.the most part dianot experience fiscal .

constraint. None of the districts. had actual budget/ reductions and both
total-expenditures and expenditures per student achieved substantial real
growth during a time of serioub economic'difgAcultiea in the State. The
sample districts also reported a reduction in the number of teachers and a

large increase in the number of instructional aides during the period under
study. The next results were a shift toward less expensive instructional
personnel,.an increase.in the total number of instructional personnel, and a
lowering of the overall student/instructional personnel ratiq.

A
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Introduction

'Public schools and administrators find' themselves in a crolTfire

n deMands for academic achievement and pressure to reduce the'costs and

-
.taxes for edudation. `Funds for education,are,neither so plenir nor so

nque§tOned as they have been in the, past. Nationwide,.many school

districts are encountering-serious difficulties in maintaining adequat
4

educational programs as a result of budget pressures., Extreme

examplesschool district tlosures from lack of funds--have been'repotted in.

Michigan and Oregon (Education Week 1982; Bishop 1983).
3

',Budges constraints and,forceA budget reductionS require painfa, but

necessary decisions.. As noted in a recent report from the American

Association of School AdminiStrators, "Tip challenge facing those districts'

1/4

is to cut their budgets without endangering the very reason they exist, to

. .

provide the best possible education to the students they serve" (Hymes 1982).

Effective leadership ta.allodake and,reallocate available resources to '

program areas centtal to the instructional mission of the schools is critical

to the future success of public-edutation:'

Focus of Study

To investigate school district responses to fiscal-constraint, this

study examined the effects, of changes indistricts'. expenditureand

t

enrollment levels on the allocation of available funds to- instructional,

support, and administrative areas. Using a sample of school districts with

varying degrees of fiscal constraint, detailed analyses were conducted to

examine which aspects of' the total .sclio01 districts' operations were favored.

,and which were gacriticed. Special attention was paid-to changes in resource

allocations to the instructional prodesS which might'have implications for

1

1. .
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student achievement;

eil

In particular, die trends in budget allocation patterns betWeen
17v

1978-79 and 1981-82 of 46 Oregon school, districts which had widely d.j.ffering

fiscal situations were analyzed. The choices of.districtb with greater

budget restrictions were more constrained and they had to consider their

priorities at'a more basic level than those who had.more financial resources.

available. Due to the severe economic condition ofthe state in the last

year4pof this .13 i d 'and the resultant pressures on revenues for schools,

Oregon provided an Xcellent. natural experiment of school strict-feponses

to differing fisCal situations.

In'this study -a careful and.deliberate decision was made to

understand educational priorities through, an investigation of the budget

choices made -by school districts., Idiosyncratic characteristics in each

school istrict made the nature of-the district.'s choice process, the

relative importance of the individuals,,and groups involVed, and the stated

eduCational priorities of the district and community unique to that district

and potentially difficult to analyze, compare,,,and generalize. However,.use

of the budget provided a common denominator across districts since tradeoffs,

compromises, and, conflicting priorities:have to be finally resolved in

establishing a budget. Rhetoric andesdebate surrounding the billget process

notwithstanding, the final decisions specifying'the amountl provided,to the

various operational areas --the budget--gave the strongest measure of district

educational priorities. The relativ s ccess of each area in the budget

process was interpreted as a composi dicator of the priority of that area

for the school district.

The budget was...much more than a collection of numbers and dollars.

Itoperationalized the district's educational philosophy, illustrated the

varying emphases placed by the district on particular aspects of the

2'



educational process, and specified the strategies to be used in achieving the

educational goals of the district Unlike some types of district policies

(e.g., curriculum, personnel evaluation) in whic e actual practice may

differ from the written policy statements, budgets, of necessity, have a

close correspondence with actual district operations. Further, since the

budget data used were audited endoftheyear4figures, the districts' budgets

provided e clear picture of how edueationalresources were actually
o.

allocated.

Hypothesis of Study

The variation of budget allocation patterns among districts with

'different financial c rcumstances, the empirical focus of the study', can also

be linked, at least conceptually, with student achievement (Bidwe4.1 and

Kasarda 1975). The working hypothesis which guided the study design and

analysis was that, in general, budget reductions would be made as far from

the classroom as possible, an expectation which reflects conventional wisdom.

This expectation translated Into a cOmparison:of the budget allocations among

the major budget categoAes of instruction, support services, and

administration for the sample districts. The underlying premiSe was that

budget choices, particularly under conditions of. increased fiscal constraint,

would represent choices for direct instructional programs over activities of

a supporting or administrative nature. Conversely, decreased fiscal

constraint would allow districts to allocate a greater proportion of their

budgets to supporting and administrative activities while maintaining a

strong instructional program.

This same concept was used to examine budget choices within each of
*

the major budget categories as well. The direct instruction category

encompassed a wide range of activities, not all of which were likely to be

.so



perceived as equally important by a school district. Expectations were that

instructional activities which_were either (a) central to the basic

instructional mission of the schools, or (b) required by statutes or

regulations, would receive priority treativt over programs or activities

that were considered outside of the central or required instructional core.

In the support services and administrative budget categories, the

relationships between their activities and `student achievement were thought
. '

to be less direct(. However, the same general tendency was expected to

-prevail, with fictions thought to foster instruction and/or to.be essential.

to the district's operations receiving priority. This tendency was clearly

illustrat*d'by the criteria prepared by one of the school districts in the

sample'to evaluate budget reductions:

1. Required by law or policy

'2. Basic or essential to .a minimal operation of the district,
particularly the educational program

3. Selfsupporting._in_terms-ofspecial---revenues-or-cost"-----
savings

4. Highly productive in relation to cost

5. High level of investment in terms of capital outlay or
training

6. A large number of people directly served or affected

7. Acceptability by community and/or staff (Duke 1982)

Tie are limits, however, to the budget reductions that are possible'

in each of the categoiles of instruction, support services, and

adminigtration. Approximately 80 percent of the budgets were composed of

personnel costs; this left little room for reductions in nonperson el cost
0

areas. Further, most of personnel costs were for instructional personnel

rather than for administrative or support staff, which limited possible

noninstructional reductions. Numerous other constraints also reduced the

4



flexibility of budget reduction choices. These included state and federal
)

mandates requiring districts, to provide certain services or perform spe%ified

activities, teacher contracts, and debt service payments. Consequently, the

expected priority for instructional programs was tempered by existing

patterns of resource allocations as well as legal and contractual

constraints.

School Districts in Study

The study was designed to take advantage of a unique data set

containing detailed budget information from school districts in Oregon. The

data set is maintained by' the Oregon Total Information System (OTIS), a

consortium of approximately one hundred school districts, which proVides

information management and data processing services to its members. These

districts are a reasonably representative cross section of districts in the

state as-,Ine-asured by student enrollment, geographic locatioh, organizational.

type (unifie8, elementary, high school, and county dist cts), and wealth..

For those districts which subscribe to the consortium's business services

component,.OTIS maintains their complete_ budget records in_its.computer
Ir<4.

files:

District Selection

From all of the districts-which belong to OTIS a subset was selected

to be included in the study. The criterion for selection was-the

availability of complete expenditure data in the OTIS files for the years

1978-79 and 1981-82, the period covered in the study. The number of eligible

districts was reduced from the total number of ;member districts due to

several factors: lack Of 1978-79 datalor districts joining, the system after

1978-79; consolidation of several smaller districts;and incomplete

5
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expenditure data"resulting from'some districts using only a portion of the

OTIS business services package. Fiftythree districts met the_selection

criterion and were eligible for inclusion in the study. Several of. the

eligible districts refused to approve the use of their data,in the,study.

The districts that declined to participate were all'small districts and their

nonparticipationdid not affect the makeup of the sample. .Fort' six

districts were ultimately included in the study. A map showing to

distribution Of the sample districts in the state is.provided in Figure 1.

Descriptive Data

Additional data were obtained from both the Oregon Department of

Education and the Department of Revenue to provide information on certain key

characteristics of the sample districts. The information on each district

included the average daily membership, assessed value of taxable property per

pupil, current expenditures per pupil, local tax base as a percentage of

tote). tax levy, Title I pupil count as a percentage of total enrollment, and

county unemployment percentage. These data were collected for both the

1978-79 and 1981-82 school years, and were used in a later descriptive

analysis of the sample districts.

District Budget Data

Oregon's School Accounting System

The district budget data in the OTIS data bank are organized and

maintained in accordance with the State's school accounting system. Oregon's

school accounting system, which is a relatively comprehensiVe and advanced

system, classifies all of. the'fiscal data of a school district according to

uniform'practices and procedures. School budgets are prepared from

accounting data and presented in a formdt based on the accounting system"

7
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The organization} of the school accounting system reflects the way in which

achool, school personnel, state officials, and the general public receive

information and Take decisions about district fiscal affairs.

,-A central feature of school accounting systemS is the chart of

accounts which provides a categori ation an detailed coding of all types of

district finanaal data. Of the.var us types,of financial transactions of
4

school districts, expenditure's are among the most important fdr planning and

implementing district operations. District budgets are prepared in terms of

planned expenditures for the upcoming fiscal year. Once approved by the

local school board, the budgeted expenditures give the diStrict the authority

to spend monies in the manner specified. During the year, the expenditure

accounts are used to record all actual expenditures of district` funds. For

planning school district programs and`services, as well as for controlling

district operations, the expenditure accounts and the information that they

provide are of critical importance.
de'

Expenditure Classifications

Thesignificance of the expenditure data has led to a detailed
1,

classification system to record and report school district expenditures. A

multilevel categorization of expenditures is used in Oregon (Oregon

Department of Education 1980) and in.manyother states as well. Each

expenditure is classified along several dimensions in order to be aat to

group similar expenditures and to allow an analysis of district spending.

The Oregon school accounting handbook, Program Budgeting and Accounting

Manual for School Districts, identifies five dimensions of classification for

each expenditure -- fiscal year, instructional organization, fund, function,

and ob 'ject of expenditure. A fund is a fiscal and accounting entity with a

selfbalancing set of accounts; all school districts have several funds for

8
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'different managemapt and legal. requirements. Function refers to the purposes

for which the expenditure is made; expenditures made for Similar purposes are

classified under similar functions. Object of expenditure is to identify the

particular item or service purchased. Both the function and object

classifiCation systems have several levels involving a primary set of

classifications and one or more sublevels of increasing specificity under

each of the primary designations. Accounting codes are attached to each item

in the classification system to allow it to be uniquely identified. A

description of the data selection and organization used in the tudy is given

below.

Fiscal Year Data from 1978-79 and 1981-82 were used in the

analyses.

Instructional Organization The individual districts in the,

sample were used as the unit of analysis.

Fund The funds included in the study were the General Fund,

)

.SpecialltevenueFunds,-DebtServiceFunds,andEnterpriseFunds. The

data frodali selected funds in a district were aggregated; no

fundbyfund analysis was conducted. Expenditure data from several

funds were omitted from-the analysis due to their potential for

distortion'aMong districts and their lack of use by(mny of the

sample districts. The omitted funds were Capita Projects Funds,

Internal Service Funds, and Trust and Agency Funds,.

Function Six major functions were. used to' define the scope of

the bu,Oget allocation areas to'be analyzed, including Instruction,

Support Services, Administration, Community Services,

Interagency/Fund Transactions, and Debt Services. , :ilk of the

analyses concerned only Instruction, Support, and A miniStration and

their subdivisons since the other three major functions made up only

9



a very small po,z/tion of the overall budget of the sample school

districts. Table 1 contains a listing of the functions and

subfunctions.

Object of Expenditure firhe object of 'expenditure classifications

u

1

ed were Salaries, Employee Benefits, Purchased Services, Supplies

a d Materials, Capital Outlay, and Other,Objects. The expenditure.-

data were.organized for each district*by object in total and also by

object within, each major function and subfunctiOn. Table 2 contains

a listing of the objects and subobjects used, in the analyses.
6'

Expenditure Comparisons

Using this classification scheme the'expenditure data for the sample

districts were organized to allow compariI ns of various district expenditure

decisions ov,r the period under study. The most important comparisons were

(a) among the three major functions of Instruction, Support, and

Administration at'an.aggregate level; (b) among the major objects of

expenditure (e.g., Salaries vs. Benefits vs. Supplies vs.REquipment);. (

among subfunctions within each of the major functions; and.(d) among objects,

of expenditure within each of the major functions. Analyses of the,'

proport,lons of the budget devoted to. each of these various expenditure areas

provided direct evidence of the budget choices and resource allocation

,decisions made by school districts over the four-year period examined.
(

Fiscal Constraint

NIOJnitions

Two principal feature stand out from reviewing the definitions of

fiscal constraint in the resear h literature. First, the major emphasis of

the research on fiscal constraint or fiscal strain in school districts in the

10



Table 1

EXPENDITURE FUNCTIONS AND ACCOUNTING CODES

FUNCTION SUBFUNCTION SERVICE AREA

Instruction 1100 Regular Programs 45 1110 Element Programs
1120 Middle/Junior High
1130 High Sdhool

-1200 Special Programs 1210 Gif ted and Talented
1220 Mentally. Retarded
1230 Physically Handicapped
1240 Emotionally Disturbed
1250 Culturally Different
1260 Learning Disabilities
1290 Other Special Programs

1300 Adult Education

1400 Summer School

Support 2100 Student. Support 2110 Attendance/Social Work
Services 2120 Guidance Services

2130. Health Services
2140 Psychological Services
2150 Speech & Audiology

2200 Instructional Staff 2210 Improvement of Instruction
Support 2220 Educational Media

2500 Instructional
Logistics

.2540 Operation and Maintenance
of Plant

2550 Student Transportation
2560 Food Service

Administration 2300 General Administration 2310 Board of Education
2320 Executive Administration

2400 School Administration 2410 Office of Principal
2490 Other School Administration

2500 Business Services 2510 Direction of Business Services
2520 Fiscal Services
2530 Facilities Acquisition

and Construction
2570 Internal Services

2600 Central Services 2610 Direction of Central Services
2620 Planning, Rea,earch, Development

and Evaluation
2630 Information Seryices
2640 Staff Services
2650 Statistical Serviced
2660 Data Processing Service'

Community Services

Interagency/Fund Transactions

Debt Services

11



OBJECTS

Table 2

OBJECTS OF EXPENDITURE AND ACCOUNTING CODES.

SUBOBJECTS

100 Salaries

200 Employee Benefit!

'110 Regular Salaries
120 Temporary Salaries

4
130 Overtime Salaries
140 Sick Pay

210 Public Employees Retirement System
220 Social Security
230 Employee Insurance
290 Other Employee Benefits

300 Purchased Services 310 -Professional and Technical Services
320, Property Services
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

Student Transportation
Travel
Communication
Printing and Binding
Tuition
Freight and Drayage
Other PUrphased Services

400 Supplies and Materials 410 Supplies
420 Textbooks'
430 Library Books
440 Periodicals

500 Capital Outlay 510 Land
520 Buildings
,530 Improvements Other than Buildings
540 Equipment
550 Vehicles
560 Library Books
590 Other Capital Outlay

600 Other Objects 610 RedeMption of Principal'
620 Interest
630 Housing Authotity Obligations
640 Dues and Fees
650 Insurance and Judgments
690 Miscellaneous Objects



United States over the past decade has been on declining enrollment.

Consequently, most researchers/in this area include the concept, if not thd

term, enrollment decline in their definition. Second, thereois no single

agreed upon definition for describing and Measuring fiscal strain. Various

terms are used to label this phenomenon, such as retrenchment, cutback

management, budget restriction or reduCtion, and management,of decline.

Decline as a concept in the organizational literature "is used to

denote a cutback in the size of work force, profits, clients, etc. This

reflects the case where an organization's command over environmental

resources is reduced...th total'market shrinks" (Whetter 1979). An'example

which is used is a decrease in a school district's enrollment. Duke and

Cohen (1979) identify decline and constraint in school districts as

retrenchment, "a decline in the amount of real resources available per pupil

in public education. This decline can come about through a cut in funds per

pupil, declining enrollment, and/or inflation." Zerchykov (1982).views

fiscal constraint as a decrease in enrollment and/or decrease in the rate of

growth in public expenditures for schools, "organizational shrinkage caused
.

by enrollment decline, or decline in funding, or both." Hentschke and

Yagielski (1982a) state 'hat fiscal strain is present when "conditions over

which'school boards and superintendents have no direct control, change in

such a way as to reduce their discretion, and the resulting new alternatives

available to them are, as a group less preferable than these facing thei

befifire conditions changed." Boyd (1982) seekdecline as a policy problem

"highlighting the tension which exists in public policymaking between

criteria of 'efficiency and criteria of consensus and compromise. This is so

because declina(orcontraction in size, scope or funding of organization

operations) call's :attention to a need for efficiency which is less salient, in

the midst of the expansion and slack resources usually found under conditions

13



of growth.'!

Fiscal Constraint Ratio

The objective of this study was to compare the resource allocation

decisions of districts under varying degrees of fiscal constraint.

-Consequently, the concept of fiscal constraint used in' ,the study was a
77

relative one which allowed each district to be
4
ranked according to the extent

to which it had experienced fiscal constraint between 1978-79and 1981-82.

This required an indicator of fiscal constraint which was measurable across

all districts during the period under study. Further, the measure was

designed to focus on the outcomes of-f,rscal constraint, not its causes. The.
h

definition established was similar to the one used by Duke and Cohen, a

comparison of the resources available per pupilt:in the sample districts from

the beginning to the end of the four-year period. A measure termed the

Fiscal Constraint Ratio (FCR) was defined and calculated for.each district.

The FCR was defined as the ratio of the current expenditure per pupil in

1978-79 divided by the current expenditure per pupil in 1981-82.

( 1 )
FCR =

Total District Edpenditures in 1978-79
Average Daily Membership in 1979-79

-a

Total District Expenditures in 1981-82
-Average Daily Membership in 1981-82

With this measure, the higher the ratio the greater the degree of fiscal

constraint experienced by the district.

This definition does not adjust the expenditure levels for the

effects of inflation as suggested by Duke and Cohen. This would be a proper

modification, but one difficult to accomplish appropriately with the data

which were commonly available for each district in the study. However, a

partial inflation adjusted FCR was for each district to test its possible

14



effect« 'The adjusted FCR was an attempt to correct the original PCR, at

least partially, for inftion and the amount of real resources available'for

each school district. The adjustment was done by dividing the FCR by the

ratio of_th average teacher salary in 1978 -79-to the average teacher.salary

in,1981,82 for each district. While not a perfect'correction, it did account

for price level changes for the largest expenditure item in the districts'
4

budgets. The results, although yielding different numerical values for the

fiscal constraint ratios, remained relatively consistent across the sample

districts. The adjusted FCRs were also substituted in the later statistical

analyses to test their influence on the final results; no significant changed

in the outcomes were found. As a result, the' original FCRs (unadjusted) were

used in all analyses in the study.

The, results of the FCR calculations are 1 ste in Table 3 and

illustrated in Figure 2. The bulk of'the districts (29 out of 46) were .

clustered in an FCR range from 0.66 to 0.73. This translates into a growth

inicurrent expenditures per pupil of between 37 percent and 52:percent
(
for

most districts from 1978-79 to 1981-82. Both.the mean FCR for the sample

districts and the FCR for the state as a whole were 0.69 over this period (or

a 44 percent growth in 'current expenditures per pupil). SMaller numbers of

districts in the sample had FCRs just below or just above this range.

Finally, there were extreme outliers at both the lo4c.And high ends. Thus,

there was a range of fiscal constraint experienced among the sample

districts, but stringent fiscal constraint was more the exception than the

rule. For example, a FCR of 0.69, the mean value for the sample districts

and the state, reflects a compound growth rate for current expenditures per

pupil of 12 percent per year over the study period. By-comparison, the State

Consumer Piice Index increased approximately, 28 percent during this same

period which represents a compound growth rate of less than 9 percent

15
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Table 3

SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND FISCAL CONSTRAINT RATIOS

District

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20
21,

22
23
24

25

26
27
28
29
30
31

32

33
34

35
36

37

38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45
46

Fisca
Constraint

1.atio

.448

.568

. 595,

.606

.607

. 609

. 613

.625

.632

.633

. 658

.659
\:664

664

.667

.667

. 672

.676

.684

.686

.688

.695

.698

.699

.70,1

.703

.704

.710

.710

.712

.714

. 717

.717

.723

. 726

.727

.727

.731

.732

. 752

.755

.772

. 772

. 792

.863

. 919

Sample District. Average .692

State Average .690

4 Year

% 4

Increase

Compound Annual
Growth
Rate

C-N113%

'7.6%

31%
21%

687: 19%
65% 18%
65% 18%

,63Z 18%
63% 18%.

60% 17%
58% 16%
58% .16%

52% 15%
52% .15%

51% 15%
51% -.15%

50% 15%
50% 15%
'49% 14%
48% , 14%
46% 14%
46% 14.%

45% 13%
44% 13%
43% 13 %-

43% 13%
42% e'13%
42% . 13%
42% 13%
41% 12%
41% 12%
40% 12%
40% . 12%

39% 12%
39% 12%'
38% 11%
38% 11%
37% 11%
37% 11%
37% 11%
37% 11%
33% 10%
32% -10%
29% 9%
29% 9%.

26% 8%
16% 5%
9% 3%

45% 13%

45% 13%

16
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'annually. A yearbyyear comparison is shown in Table 4. While the CPI is

an imperfect measure of the cost of education, this comparison does,. indirfie cate
1

that elementary and secondary,education expenditures fared well in a time' of
''.

general economic hardship in the state.

At this paint a correlational analysis was carried out witb,FCR and

the 1981-82 district characteristics (average daily membership, assessed
rtik

value per pupil, current expenditures per 'pupil, local tax base as a

percentage of the total tax levy, percentage of Title I pupils, and county,
. .

'unemployment perceAtage). The results are shown in Table 5. No strong

relationships were found between FCR and any of the individual

characteristics. However, several of the correlation coefficients, although

modest, did point toward interesting relationships. .For example, the percent

of pupils classified as Title I eligible and the county unemployment rate,

both measures of economic conditions in a district, were positively

correlated with the FCR. On the other hand, a wealth measure, assessed value

per pupil, had a.negative relationship with FCR indicating the wealthier the

district the less fiscal constraint it experienced.

Causes of Fiscal Constraint

Fiscal comitraint as define!lin'this study means a reductiowilk,

current expenditures per pupil relative to other districts. This meas..10S

affected by events that changed either or both the current expenditures and

student enrollment of the. strict (Equation 1). Those aspects which

affected the expenditure component included inflation; reduced local, state,

or federal

services. The major influence on student enrollments has been the decline in

the school age population.

revenues; 'and mandates from federal and state levels requiring new

rsn
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,Table 4

EDUCATION SFENDINGIN OREGON COMPARED WITH INFLATION

Year State Average Spending
$/Pupil - Z Change.

POrtland,C4
Index % Change

1978-79

1979-80,/

*$2,0101,

$2,241 11.5%

227.9

252.2

.",1980-S1 15.2% , 279.2 10.7%

J981-82 j $4891 12.0% 290.6 4.1%

..;4 Year $881 43.8% '62.7 27.5%
Change

Annual 13.0% 8.5%
Growth
Rate

Sources: OregonDepartment of Education, "Estimated.Curre1t Expenditures
Per Pupil," 1978-79 through 1981 -82.

U.S. Department4of Labor, Bureau of Labor.Staiistics, News .

"Portland Metropolitan Area Consumer Price Indexes," November 1983.
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Table 5

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR FCR AND DISTRICT CHARACTERISTICS

-District
.Characieristics'

FCR

.1 . 1 1

IADM 82 CE/ADM'1AV/ADM I TB/TL 1% Titlel Unemp

I I I

I.

'.09 .18 '.20 .26 .13

.FCR'=iscal Constraint Ratio

ADM 82 = Average Daily Membership in 1981 -82

CE/ADM = Current ExpenditureS. per PoPil in 1981-82

A /ADM = Assessed Valuationpe)upil in 1981-82

:Tax Base/TotalLevy. = Yroportion:of. TotalTai LevyNot Requiring, Voter
ApproVal in 1981-8;.

%' Title

Unemp. % = County'UnemployMentP,ercentage in 1981 -82

= Percent.Of Ditrict'S PUpils Classi6ed,as Title I Eligible
in



Prior Research Findings

For twenty years, educational research has focused on school growth,

'compensatory education programs; and quality of instruction, concerns which

were identified as the most pressing educational problems nationwide.

However, as school districtslexperienced the increasingly negative effects of

declining enrollments and fiscal health, educational researchers began

studies of school decline. In recent years, studies of fiscal constraint in

school districts have identified several common causal factors. Doherty and

Fenwick (1982), for example, found that reasons for fiscal strain were

inflation, reduction in federal and state funds, new initiatives in

desegregation, rapidly expanding service requirements in bilingual and

special education, teach ''r salary negotiations, and the need to ask taxpayerA

for increasingly larger revenues.

Inflation. inflation has been a critical economic factor in the

increasing fiscal constraint faced by school districts. Even with no

improvements4n programs',- inflationary cost increases cause a district's

budget for the next year to be larger than the previous year in order to

provide the same level of service. Conversely, a district

with

the same

budget level for the.neXtyeat has to reduce services in some fashion in

order to absorb the inflationary cost increases. A comprehensive National

( Institute of Education report (1975) noted tha per-pupil costs increased

because of semi-fixed costs of school plant operation and maintenance, the

fixed nature of pension expenses, the rise in average salary levels resulting

from retaining higher salaried senior teachers and releasing lower salaried

younger teachers during times of reductions in force, and the substantial

time lag in budget adjustment to the conditions and causes of decline.

Hentschke and Yagielski (1982a) also indicate that inflation is one Of the
[e',2

primam$1causes of fiscal strain with the major cost'increases having occurred;
1
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in personnel salaries, fuel, and health insurance.

Similarly, a report from the American Association of School

Administrators (1980) identified staffing costs, fringe benefits, energy, and

insurance costs as important budget. areas where costs have risen rapidly.

The growth of collective bargaining and the strength of teacher associations

have combined to push salary and benefit expenses to increasingly higher

levels. Since salaryrelated costs are by far the largest single budget

item, these demands have had an enormous impact on the b dget. Seniority

provisions, another negotiated personnel policy, general have required

districts to maintain the more experienced and expensive staff in times of

teacher layoffs.

Decreased State and Federal Revenues., Another important factor in
V

school district fiscal stress has been reduced or more difficult to obtain

revenues from all sources: In the past several years, there, have been

serious shortfalls in state revenues which have limited and sometimes reduced

the amount of monies available for education; in 1981 and 1982 over half of

the states experienced revenue shortfalls and budget restrictions affecting _-

)r-
state aid to education (Education Week, 1/19/83). Several authors link the

causes of fiscal constraint to the Reagan administration's efforts to

redefine the federal role in education. Morgan (1982) ties the causes of

fiscal strain to the Reagan era of federalism. Clark and Amiot (1981)

identify five trends set in motion by the federal government that serve to

increase fiscal constraint in'school districts: diminution of the federal

funds for education; der gulation and fewer federal regulations;

decentralization through the use of block grants and consolidation of

programs; the .(proposed) disestablishment of the departmental status for

education; 'zkr.t ,.udeemphasis of education as a national priority. (The

latter point has undergone a significant shift, in the rhetoric at least,
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since its writing.) Although initially successful, the new federal

initiative more recently has run into Congressional resistance to further

cuts, andthe federal funds going to education for FY 1985 show a slight

increase over the previous,y0ar (Education Week, 2/1/84). The net result,

however, of the state and federal actions has been fewer dollars and slower

growth in educational expenditures than otherwise would have been the cese.

ndates. State and federal mandates have placed numerous

obligations on local school districts to provide new and additional services.

They are seen to be contributing significantly to increased fiscal'constraint

of the districts. Hentchke and Yagielski (1982b) identify three causes of

fiscal constraint--enrollment declines, cost or price level increases, and

changes in .the input mix of goods and services purchased by school districts.

Legislation can force costly changes in toe input mix without corresponding

increases in the budget. District administrator6 are then forced to shift to

a different1nd less desirable combination of inputs. State and federally

mandated programs Such as desegregation and busing, education for the

handicapped, and services for the educationally disadvantaged require

increased allocations of district' resources. These programs are increasingly

costly while federal support of them is declining. For example, P.L. 94-142,

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, and similar state

legislation require a free, appropriate, public education for all handicapped.

children, an expensive and resourceconsuming requirement. However, the

,actual federal funds for P.L. 94-142 have been well below the levels

authorized in the legislation, leaving states and school districts to raise

the necessary adititional revenues (Hartman 1980).

Recent changes contaid in the Educational Consolidation and
/:

Improvement Act of 1981 consolidated numerous federal categorical programs

and offered the promise of reduced regulations and paperwork, but at the
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price of reductions in the level of federal aid provided. Such reductions in

federal aid result in either elimination or curtailment of programs .or

require addition 1 local and state funds to ensure their survival. The

limitation and sfi,of federal and state funds falls heavily on:localsChool

districts. In older to maintain programs and services, distits are forced

, to try to replace, the lost funds with local revenues derived Mainly from the

property tax. However) local voters have been increasingly reluctant to .

approve addi?ional taxes for either current district operations-Dr bOntl,

measures (Piele 1982).

Decreased Local Revenues. At the local level, revenue capacity in

many states has been affected most strongly by the tax and expenditure

limitation movement. The focus of many of these efforts has been, a forced

reduction in property taxes--the principal!local revenue source for schools.

In California, a state surplus was initially able to cushion the loss of much

of the local revenue, but some reductions in planned spending levels were

still required. After several years this surplus was largely depleted by

state "bailout" funds to school districts and other local jurisdictions,

requiring further budget reductions. Other attempts at property tax relief,
)

such as the Property Tax Relief Act of 1979 in Oregon, have reduced the

amount of total state funds available to support schools by disbursing

surplus funds for other purposes (Oregon Department of Revenue, n.d.).

Controls enacted by public initiative and state legislatures have also been

placed on spending levels, growth in spending levels, and state support for

elementary:nd secondary education, all of which constrain local school

district budgets (Thresher 1981).

Declining Enrollments. As previously noted, one of the key factors

in fiscal constraint has been declining enrollments. During the thirty years

of growth after World War II, school administrators were pressed to provide

24
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facilities and programs for a rapidly growing student population. After

1970, the impact of the end of the baby boom and the subsequent lower,birth

rates began to be felt, creating problems for which school board and w

administrators were largely unprepared. Between 1969 and 1979, elementary

schools lost approximately 4.4 million students. By 1976 this lossobegan

spreading into high schools and will result in more than 3.5 millkOnIewer

students by 1990 (Abramowitz 1979).

Declining enrollments can raise public expectations for a

corresponding decline in costs. When coupled with the widely publicized

decline in student, performanCe, school districts' requests for more, rather

than less, money to meet inflationary pressures'and make up forstate and

federal reductions have leen...met with increasing hostility. ,The short term

effects of enrollment declines tend to increase rather than decrease

operating costs, particularly to the local taxpayer. State aid is usually a

direct function of enrollment, so a loss in enrollment is soon matched by a

loss in state funds. Districts have limited ability to adjust classroom

staffing arrangements quickly to declining enrollments. The result is that.

cost reductions lag behind enrollment declines (National School Boards

Association 1976). Consequently, local tax increases are required if program

and spending levels are to be maintained. An associated effect is that fewer

students also mean fewer number of households with children in school which

in turn has translated into reduced voter support in fiscal elections.

In summary, these pervasive trends and, others, such as excess school

building capacity and reduced turnover in the teaching staff have created

significant budget problems for school districts. This is reflected in a

1982 survey by the American Association of School Administrators in which 76

percent of the district administrators responding reported that the budget

problems facing,their districts were more serious then than two years
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,previously (Hymes 1982).

'Characteristics of Districts in the Study

The literature identifies numerous causes of fiscal strain, including

,enrollment declihes, decreasing state and federal revenues, local voter

resistance to budget and tax levies, and inflation. All of these were

operating to a lesser or greater extent in the sample districts in the study

and in the state as a whole.

Of the fortysix districts in the study, twentyseven had fewer

students enrolled in 1981-82 than in 1978-79, with the declines ranging from

0.5 percent to.16.1 percent. However, nineteen districts registered

enrollment gains, ranging from 0.3 percent to 14.9 percent of total

enrollment. Overall, the combined enrollments of all districts in the sample

showed's. 3.4 percent decline over the fouryear period. By comparison, ,the

total enrollment of the state declined 2.7 percent in this same time period.

Thus, while there were enrollment declines, only about 60 percent of the

districts in the sample lost enrollment and with a few exceptions the losses

were not precipitous. Table 6 presents the data on enrollment changes.

Inflation is another identified cause of fiscal strain. The only

statewide 'inflation measure calculated in Oregon is the Consumer Price Index

for the Portland area. The Portland CPI grew 27.5 perCent from 1978-79 to

1981-82 (Table 4). While this is not a measure of the cost changes for

educational resources, it does provide a benchmark for price changes in the

state.

Inflation affects educational budgets by causing districts to have to

pay more money for the same resources. The effect, is to increase

expenditures for the same level of, programs and services. or to reduce the 7)

level of programs and services offered for the same exptenditure amount.
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Table 6

PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN ENROLLMENTS, AVERAGE TEACHER SALARY,
AND DISTRICT EXPENDITURES

1978-79 to 1981-82

Average Daily Average Teacher District
Membership Salary Expenditures

Aggregate % Change
for Sample Districts

3.4% NA +41.5%

Mean % Change of 1.3 %. 34.2% +43.6%
Sample Districts
(d= 46)

Standard Deviation 0.76% 9.0% .19.2%

Maximum % Growth +14.9% +13.7% +12.1%

Maximum % Decline 16.1% +58.0% +123.7%

State % Change 2.7 %. +36.2% +46j.%

Sources: Oregon State Department` Of Education reports.
OTIS budget data.
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salaries form the bulk of.school district budgets, the changes in salary

levels are a primary cause of inflationdriven expenditure increases. In the

sample districts average teacher salary increases ranged from 13.7 percent to

58.0 percent over the study period with a mean salary increase of 34.2

percent. Table 6 provides the summary of average salary data for the sample

districts.

The overall expenditure levels rose in all sample districts. This

was no surprise as the. current expenditure per pupil increased in all

districts (All FCRs were less than 1.0), and enrollment tended toward slight

declines. Nevertheless, there was generally substantial growth in the total

expenditures of .each district; with the aggregate expenditures of all

districts increasing by 41.5 percent over the 1978-79 to 1981-82 period. The

increases, as shown in Table 6, range from 12.1 percent to 123.7 percent.'

(The latter figure was caused ty,the construction of a new junior high schdol

in the district.) Statewide, reported current expenditures increased 46.1%

in the same period. Thus, the average of the sample districtS is similar to

the state results, while a range of fiscal constraint is in evidence. In

general, however, fisCal'constraint was not particularly binding for most

districts either in the sample or statewide.

Response to Fiscal Constraint

When faced with the need to respond to fiscal strain, districts have

two major options: increase revenues and/or reduce costs. Since declining

state and federal revenues are both largely out of the control of local

administrators and an important cause of fiscal strain, this generally leaves

cost reduction and raising local property taxes. (an increasingly difficult

action) as the only actions to which most school districts have recourse.

This section of the.study investigates what actions school districts have
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k

taken in dealing with fiscal strain. The expectations at the outset were

that school districts would have protected areas that were either central to

their primary missions or required by state and federal mandates. As a

result, it was anticipated that in districts facing fiscal constraint the

instructional areas would have suffered less retrenchment than areas such as

support services and administration. This section contains a ,balef review of

some ofithe findings,from prior research on districts' responses to budget

'pressures, a description of the methodology used in this study to examine

district responses to fiscal constraint, a presentation of the analyses of

district budget allocation patterns, and associated programmatic measures in

the sample districts from 1978-79 to 1981-82.

Prior Research Findings

Much of the research investigating the reactions of school districts

to fiscal strain has concentrated on the responses to enrollment declines, a

primary cause of fiscal constraint. Zerchykov (1982) sums up the findings as

follows: "The evidence suggests that declining enrollments have not provided

for any documented opportunities for creative instructional renewal of

American public schooling. Nor has decline precipitated any radical

dismantling or deterioration of educational quality." From his review. of the

research several gerieral gatterns emerge. The level of strain or fiscal

constraint in school districts experiencing decline depended on changes in

district wealth, state. aid, and, other local and national factors. Also,

certain categories, of costs rose on a per pupil basis with declining

enrollment: instructional and administrative salaries, plant maintenance,
.

and fixed charges. Districts in decline have had "persistent. patterns of

staff changes" with staff decreases.occurring more slowly than staff

increases occurred during periods of growth. Classroom teacher positions,
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declined to a greater extent than administrative-positions and those of other

nonclassroom professional staff. Further, as seniority determined layoffs.,

the median age level of school district teachers increased.

To investigate school governance in an era of retrenchment Boyd

k (1982) conducted a study over the period frOm 1964 to 1981 of fifteen

suburban school districts located in two metropolitan areas. He found a

major result of decline and retrenchment in school districts to be.the

reduction or elimination of many enrichment programs, extracurricular_

activities, and social services offered by the schools.

"Whether parents,. school board members, and administrators
believe this is detrimental, neutral, or beneficial to the
'overall functioning of publid education depends On what
functions and goals of schooling they hold to be of central .-
importance. There was strong disagreement among those we
interviewed over whether the core curriculum of the 'Three
Rs' is the overriding concern, or whether, as manyeducators
believe, secondary social and educational services-are also.
of equal importance for theiproper development of children,
:Those'who.believe schoOls should concentrate on the Core,
instructional functions of the Three Rs are less likely to
bemoan the, cutting badk of what they see as 'fat,' 'fringes,'
and 'ftills.' But there is also dispute over what
constitutes'such educational 'icing.' In the view of-Some
'parents and school officials, programs SudilaS bilingual.
education, many forma of. special education, counselors,
social workers, and hot lunch programs, are Peripheral to the

-core instructional tasks of the schoola.."

His research further indicated that the erosion of curriculum and associated

'activities and services was occurring sooner and deeper in lower

socioeconomic school districts as compared with districts of higher

socioeconomic Status.
4 Boyd sees'the most consistently negatiVe,effect of

decline in the impact on the teaching profession. The loss Of young teachers,,

through reduction-in-force policies, the declining quality of entering

teachers, the shift of teachers away from their fields of speciall'iy for job

security, and the genetal lowering of jobsatisfadtiOn and professional

morale are all believed to be contributing `to a decrease in the quality of
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education.

Dembowski (1979, 1980) surveyed school districts nationwide to study.,

the effect of enrollment changes on instructional programs. Approximately

two-thirds of the districts which responded had enroll- nt declines (some

dramatic), while the others showed some growth. The most visible effects of

declining enrollments according to Dembowski were-econoMic. "The primary

financial problem faced by school districts with declining enrollments [and

increasing costs] is how to reduce expenditures in proportion to decreased

revenues. Revenues are-tied to enrollments because, of the state aid
.

-
formulas, and the essential task is to reduCe expenditures with enrollments."

Dembowski's research -indicates that the basic core subjects such as language

arts, social studies, and the sciences suffered from loss of,enrollment in
. .

courses coinciding with overall district enrollment drops, while-special

education, compiensatoryprograms, and vocational education courses-showed the
,, ,... .,:

.

largest increases in coutse,enrollments, de4ite overall, decline in
. .

enrollment.. Foreign" language courseslexperienced the greatest

enrollment losses. Staff retention and reduction in force patterns

.,patterns of student enrollment in courses: staff.. reductions were greatest44!

:foreign languages and
1
staff increases were found,iniPecial education.

!:,1

jUStricts.undergoing decline-shiftedstaffmembers from school to schoora.n

.

th
,

increasedtheuseOf part-time staff:.;.- A, greater number of teachers inse

districts were" xpected to have certification in more than one subject area;..
.

and the median.age OfOteachers was higher in districts in decline where,the

I t number of younger2staff'Members had been'.reduCed.

'Planivinvestigators of fiScal constraintYand decline' in school.

distriptS', have urged.school'district planning.DwiAdling enrollments:.

usuallyprOddce a ripple -in- the -pond effect:

countless-concentric wavelets to form outward....The need for teachers

one :toss of the pebble causes



classroom space, super'Visors, principals and other,administrators narrows"

(Keough 1975). School closure is seen by Keough as. thelnain problem.'

resulting fromdeclining'enrollMent,and loss of revenue.. School 'closure and
.

movingstaff and pupils to other buildings can cause problems:with_curriculum

and program continuity. Staff morale can also suffer with the. forced

reductions in the'teachlg.gtaff, bumping based on seniority, teaching,

assignments out of speciality 'areas,,,and the transfer of someremaining

-
teachers to other schools. Adjustment. of students and community to, the'.. ..

.

closure of schools is not easily accomplished and a loss of community''Sdpport

for'schools, can resttlt.

Other resek*9n fiscal constraintHcentersOn the., ,

problems 7%6-=opportunfties view of the situation. Vhilesnot typically t ased

on generalizable research evidence, this literature'is.no less empirical in

.so far as much of it is-written as observations, caveats, suggestions, and,

',memorabilia' from the 'firing line.' The advice prescribes rather than

:systematically describing pract4.:0" (Zerchykov 1982). Duke (1982) liiis "six
. .:7r. ,

..:::,z 4
ways in which the. present climate of fiscal instability may give rise to

benefits; these are improved instruction, rester quality control, better

. coordination of youth services, more shared responsibility of the decision

'.o130.ons by policymakers, stress reductionlbredUcators, and increased

commitment from teachers. C43ertson (1477) holds that organizatiO4:
1

particularly in prosperous tiMes, develops'ineffitient operations.". He sees

,.thWwithin adverse conditions there are opportunities for change; Clarifying

goals and issues,, t*effiCient use of human and finaddiaLresourceS, and

move toward coordination and coopergtg.on between members of the scho

district community.

A recurring theme in the studies of school district de4i

effect ameducational equity. Decision-making duri4timl .of reteliihment.
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"gives rise to deliberations. about which: youngsters are more' deserVing Of an

'education" (Duke 1982). With reliance on outaide funding and dedreasing

federal and state support compensatory programs are loaing ogrund,.a4din
.

Some cases are being eliminated. "That schooling has come t6=tbe

a zero-sum game,- where one group benefits atthaexpensa*Anothatisee

regarded as

I , A

inconsistent with the nation's equal egalitarian doctrinea" 'Mike

empiricalarialysis.of the study consisted of the

xaminatiOn:pf budget allocationpaXterns within the sample school districts.

to identifywhich components of theAistilct's,eAnCatiOnei programs were

restricted and which were preStrved or'enhanceApVei.:our. year period,

1978-79 .-0' 1981-82. As previously noted, none of:the school districts in the

.sample%had actual reductions in expenditures, and.mOathad expenditUre levels

which grew at a gieater rate than intion. COnSeI4eAaY, in analyzing.

budget allocation decisions -, the concept of budgetreStA'64ons was broadly
;.

defined.

When.a district did not have sufficient tililds to meet all propoSed,'

expenditures, choices had tn,be made among competing areas. Similarly, when
. .

i... . .

.1,,. the districtwished to ehhance a' particular urea, funds had to be Airetted
, ,-,

toward that area ciaway from possible uses .in other areas.

.. .

r,
'.$,-

7;,
As a result,

udget allocation decisions represented; "relative selections, among different

programs aid services. Of interest to thel'atudy is how each area.fared in

1981-82 in comparison with its previous importance. in the budgetin 1978-79.

Budget restriction was considered as aeduced percentage. share of the

district's budget in,1981-82. A 'increasedpercentage share of, the budget'in

the final year, ,was taken as

given area.-

a decision to. increase the budget allocation to .a
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114 The budget. areas which were, examined and compared were the six <ma jor

functions of TrIruction,,Support,Secvices, Administration, Community

Servi,cesint.,regency/FUnd Transactions, and Debt Services and the majo

ectotexpenditurd categories of-Salaries;. Employee Benefits,.PurChased'
, .

_SeriCeS Supplies.and.Materials,'Capital'Outlay, and Other Objects. These

were defindeby the. accounting4function and object expenditure
,

. . -

groupings described'previnusly.

peaROfAnaliSes

'-Eight separate analyses were conducted using these categories. An

indi1.94a1 analysis consisted of a set of particular budget categories to be

compared. A nesting approach was used indrganizing the various analyses.

First, an aggregrate function analysis was conducted which examined the

.changesAn budget allocations among the, major functional budget categories.

Next, ttie:mostsignificant'of the major budget functions were selected for

%A
further analyses-7Instruction, Support Services, and AdMinistration,',;.These

.

three categories.were further analy'zed for changes in budgetiIak: ations'
. among their subfunctions

'.5

Instruction

Support Servi es

Regular Programs
Special Programs

Student SerVi,ces,

., Instructional Staff Services

:.,
, Instructional Logistics

!,.... (Operation and Maintenance.of
...

A ';'5
Plant, Student Transportation,

.,. '..' :;.- Food Service)

Administration General District Administration
. School Administration0

Business services
i.:, .,.... .

....

Another analysis was one using:i'he major object of expenditure

4
.,..

budget categories as the basis for examining changes in budget allocations.

.

Finally, the function,'nd object groupings were combined by analyzing budget
. ,

,i,.. ,.
-1.
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major object Rroupings within each of the major:

these analyses and illustrates the nesting.

procedure. Tnl:spartiCular analytical strategy was seleCted because it

provided informatinito examine and interket diatifei.budget dediSions and

practically all distrlcts reported information (n these categories. Numerous

other and more detailed analyses of the budget- allocation patterns among

further subdivisions nf both-the function and object of'-!expenditure

:'classifications were conducted. tliowever,'the number of dietriCts reporting

expenditures in subcategor0iiiii0P6Odoff.rapidly in most of the lower level

I

analyses Conducted. For ex4Mple . a4Omparison of the differences in the

percentatges of the regularjnstruction budget allocated to elementary,

middle/junior high schools, and senior high schools-was done, but some

districts in the sample were elementary only, others high schocif'nnly, and

others were unifie044tricts. Since the analySes were based on the

percentages of th :budget allocated to, various cateiOties, the non-use of

categories by some districts distorted not only the particular category being

used but those other categories in the analysis as well.

Analyltical Procedures
,

To carry out each analysis; the budget:categories of interest for

that analysis were first identified. Then, on a district-by-district basiS,'

all of the expenditures under each budget category were summed, to arrive:at a

dollar expenditure amount for,each budget category. This taS...dona for both

1978-79 and 1981-82. Next, the-expenditures from all budget categories in

the given analysis WereSUmmed to- obtain a total expenditure amount for the

analysis. Then the percentage of the total expenditure amount devoted to

each budget category was calculated. These percentages totalled 100 percent

r
for a given analysis. This provided thepercentage of the budget allocated
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5

6

7

8

Table.,7

BUDGET CATEGORYAliALYSES

Budget Categories Include&

. ,

Instruction,. Support ServiceS,
Administration, Community
Set4dei,Interagency/Fund
T4nsactions, Debt Services

,:Aegular Programs, Special Programs

Student Services, Instructional
Staff Services, Instructional Logistics
(Operation of Plant, Student
Transportation, and FoodService)

General District Administration,
School AdministratiOn, Business
Services

Salaries, Employee Benefits
Purchased Services, Supplies and
Materials, Capital Outlay, and-
Other Objects

All.Major Object of Expenditure
Categories for Instructional
Expenditures Alone

All Major Object of Expenditure
Categories for Support Services
Expenditures Alone

All Major Object of Expenditure
Categories for Administration
Expenditures Alone

.

Aggregate,.

Functions.

Instructional
Subfunctions

Suppyt
Services
Subfunctions

Administration
Subfunctions

Aggregate
Objects

Objects
within
Instruction

Objects
within
Support'

Services

Objects
within .

Administration
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to each 102idget category in the analysis for 1978-79 and 1981-82. The

difference in percentages allocated to a given budget category was obtained

by subtracting the 1978-79 percentage of a given category from the 1981-82

percentage. From thede procedures and calculations a data file was prepared

for each analysis; the file contained the following data by district:

district code number, district name, fiscal year, FCR, analysis number,

function code, object code, 1978-79 expenditure amount, percent 1978-79

expenditures in that budget category of the total expenditures for all bddget

categories in the analysis, 1981-82 expenditure amount, percent 1981-82

expenditures in that budget category of the total expenditures for all budget

categories in the analysis, and the difference between the 1981-82 percent,
et

and the'1978-79 percent. Frequency distributions of the function and object

codes were computed to ensure that these accounting codes were used by all or

most districts to avoid distortions in the statistical results.

In each 4nalysis a statistical procedure -- multiple regression using

hierarchical inclusion --was utilized.to explain.the changes in budget

allOcations for a givel budget catego4 between 1978 -79 and 1981-82. A

a
1

)
deparate multiple regression equation was calculated for each budget category

in the given analysis using the percentage change as the dependent variable.

The explanatory or independent variables were fiscal constraint ratio (FCR)

and the beginning (1978 -79) percentage allocation for the category. The

general regression equation is shown on the following page.
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(2) (% 82 % 79) b
1
FCR + b

2
% 79 +

whete (% 82 % 79) = the percentage of the budget allocated
to a budget category in 1981-82 minus the percentage
of the budget allocated to that category in 1978-79;

FCR = Fiscal Constraint Ratio, which is defined as:

Expenditure per Student in 1978-79
Average Daily Membership in 1978-79

Expenditure per Student in 1981-82
Average Daily Membership in 1981-82

% 79 = the percentage of the'budgei allocated to a budget
category in 1978-79;

b 1 = the regression coefficient of.FCR which represents
the expected change in (%82 %79) with a change of
one unit of FCR when %79 is held constant;.

= the regresSion coefficient of %/9,which represents
the expected change in (%82 = %79) with a change of
one unit of %79 when FCR is held constant;." and

c = a constant in the regression equation.,

The results of interest were the coefficient of the FCR (1i0and.

. -

the proportion of the variance explained by the inclusion Of.the-gaXfvj.ihe

equation. A large value of the FCR coefficient (say greater that. about 10

or less than .10) indicated.that there was .a noticeable relationship between

the degree of fiscal constraint faced by the ,sample. districts and the change

in the percentage of the. udget which.they had allocated'to that budget

category. A posijvp sign for the coefficient meant that an increase in the

FCR.(the district was under more fiscal constraint) was associated with.a

gain in the percentage of the bUdget allocated to that budget category.

Conversely, a negative sign for thecoefficient meant that as the FCR (and

district fiscal constraint) increased, the budget category 'share of the'

budget was reducedrValues of the FCR coefficient around zero indicated that

there was no relationship-between.fiscal constraint and changes in the
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percentage of the budget allocated to that budget category.

In principle, the bl values in a given analysis should sum to

zero. That is, when there is a large positive b, value for one budget

category in an analysis, it has to be counterbalanced by one or more negative

b
1
values for other budget categories in the analysis. This is because

yin a given analysis the changes in the budget percentage allocatdd to the

different budget categories between 1978-79 and 1981-82 are not independent

from each other. Any increases in budget share have to be matched with
0-'

decreases in budget_sharea from other categories-7.a zero sum game in terms of

percentages. Therefore, it is the overall pattern of budget'percentage

changesv as measured by the b
1
values, that is as important to the

interpretation oftheHresults;:as are any large, individual b1 values for
'

particular categoriesIn the results of this study, the minor departures

from the zero sum for'b1 values in each of the analyses which were

experienced weredUe, primarily to an irregular distribUtion of the percentage7 .

Change.''Valuee-artwero and rounding errors

The:grOpot4onhevariation in the changes ofthe percentag of

the budget allodated'to the budget category a ained by the FCR variable is

a measure of the strength of-the explanatory po er of FCR. It is indicated

by the R
2

change value for FCR calculated in the multiple regression
..:.-

equation. A high R
2

value indicates that FCR doey explain a large

proporjd3on of the variation in the percentage change in the budget category

betty en the two years, while a low value indicates that FCR explains'little.

Overall Budget Allocation Patterns kyMajor Function

The results of, the multiple regression equations using equation (2)

for analyses #1 - #8 are shown in Tables 8 -_11. Analysis #1 (Table 8) gives

the overall view of the allocation patterns among the aggregate function
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FUNCTION

Table 8

ANALYSIS #1 -- AGGREGATE FUNCTIONS

MEAN BUDGET
n SHARE 1979 R2R CHANGE

,(% 7g) FOR FCR

Instruction 46 54.2% .315 .217.

Support Services 46 30.4% .004 .000

Administration 46 13.0% .299 .159

Community Services 46 0.1% .003.

'Interagency/Fund 46' '1N% -.005

Debt Service 46. , k.0% .004 .99
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categories. All districts in the sample used each of the function areas (n'=

46). On average, districts alloCated'over half of their budgets to

Instruction, 30 percent to Support Services, and 13 percent to

Administration; the other three categories represented.minor)portions of the

overall budgets.: Of the six major fUnctiong, only two had 'a large regression

coefficient for-FCR (h
1
> .10 or < .10); these were Instruction with

.315 and Administration with b
1
= All. of,the otherbl

categories--Support Services, Community Services, Interagency/Fund Transfers,

and Debt Service--had regression coefficients close to zero. This indicates

that as FCR increased and districts were under greater fiscal strain, the

percentage of the budget allocated to instruction increased and the

percentage of the budget allocated to administration'declined. Conversely,

as FCR and fiscal.'strain decreased, the percentage of the districts' budgets

allocated to instruction decreased and the percentage to administration

increased. The percentage of the:budget allocated to the other budget

categories did-hot vary with district fiscal constraint. ThuS the districts

in the sample, reacted to fiscal strain by shifting their allocation patterns

toward instruction

less, greater propo

and,aWdY from.a4ministraion. As fiscal constraint became

f4OWOf theiibilirgets.14014evoted

.This was the.anticipatedxeeCtiOh if districts were:r4' protect instructional

to administration.

prOgrams as their

correspondence in

the other budget

. ".
.

top priority. HOWever41;.til*e wait;

percentage-,:chas.es betweenTiTS

categorie4r,eiiperienced stha'

1.0petoone

if administration;

change values for FCR also- matched' the

iwrCyell.
The R2

4./

ent results. FCR

explained almost 22 percent 'of the variation in the change in the budget

allocation to Insttuction from 1978-79 to 1981-82 (R
2

change = .217). and

16fercent for Administration (R
2

= .159). These were by far the largest

results for FCR in the aggregate function analysis.
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Budget Allocation Patterns Within'Major Functions

Analysis of Instruction Function. The next group of,analyses(#2

#4) examined the allocation patterns within each of the three principal

budget functions. The results.are shown in Table 9. Analysis #2 compared

the allocation within Instruction between Regular Programs aftd Special

Programs. In this analysis the overall amounts allocated to Instruction are

taken as.givens and what was of interest was how the available_, funds for

Instruction were divided between regular and special programs. Special

prigrams consisted primarily of special education programs for handicapped,

but also included programs for gifted, adult/continuing education, and summer.

school. The results indicate that Regular Programs received priority (b1

= :405) as school districts face4i7ncreasing fiscal constraint, while special

programs suffered (b1 = .405). -is finding is consistent with .prior

expectations that instructional programs central to the core instructional"

mission would be maintained in times of budget shortages and noncore

programs would lose by comparison. However, the negative regression

coefficient value for Special Prograts, which contained some programs

mandated by federal and state programs for districts to provide, was

unexpected. Again, the R
2

change values for FCR were consistent with the

findings for the FCR regression coefficient. In equations for both Regular

(R2Programs and Special Programs the R
2

changes were high (R = .446),

indicating that FCR accounted for almost half of the variation in the changes

of the percentage allocation to these budget categories.

Other more detailed analyses within the Special Programs category ,

were also carried out to investigate the unanticipated overall finding.for

this budget category, but the number of districts reporting expenditures in

most subcategories was too" small to yield reliable Results (e.g., Gifted and



Table 9

ANALYSIS OF SUBFUNCTIONS

ANALYSIS #2 -- INSTRUCTIONAL SUBFUNCTIONS
(Overall bl = .315).

SUBFUNCTION n bl R
2
CHANGE

FOR FCR

Regular Programs

Special Programs

46 .405 .446

46 .405

ANALYSIS #3 SUPPORT SERVICES SUBFUNCTIONS
(Overall b

1
= .004)

SUBFUNCTION n bl R
2
CHANGE

FOR FCR

Student Services 46 .0001 .000

Staff Services 46 .006 .000

Instructional Logistics 46 .027 .002

ANALYSI8'#4 -- ADMINISTRATION SUBFUNCTIONS
(Overall bl = .229)

411

SUBFUNCTION n b
1

R
2

CHANGE
FOR FCR

General Administration 46 ..446 -.239

School Administration. 46 .354 .055

Business Services 46 .765 .153
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Talented"19 districts reporting, Mentally Retarded--24 districts reporting,

`''Physically Handicapped--l4 districrep,Orting, Emotionally Dieturbed--11

districts_ reporting, Culturally Differedidistricts'reporting, Learning;

Disabilities--28 districts reporting, and Summer School--14Alistricts:.

reporting). However, the more detailed analyses did indicate that as

districts' fiscal strain grew, certain speciel educetiprograme did'

increase their allocation percentages (e.g., Mentally Retarded, Physically ,

Handicepped, Emotionally Diturbed, and Culturally Different), while other

special programs lost budgetshare (e.g., Learning Disabilities). This

provides a confirming, although indecisive indication of the expectation that

there were definite allocation choices and priorities within the special

programs category as well.

,Analysis of Support Services Function. The analysis of the

subfunctions i,n the Support Services category (#3) yielded no large

regression coeffiCients.. None of the three subfunctions -- Student Services,

Instructional Staff Services, or InStructional Logistics--had regression

coefficient of suffiCient magnitude to be of interest by itself (Table 9).

This finding indicates that there was little relationship between the degree

of fiScal constraint experienced by a district in thevample and chadges in

the proportions of the total Support Services budget,allocated to the various

subfunctionS. The overall pattern of the 1)1 values in the analysis is of

interest, however. There°Wes no difference in budgetary treatment of those

SuppOrt Services directed at students, or staff, or instructional logistics

activities. This is contrary to the general expectation of a hierarchy of

budget'priorities with Student Services the Most.favored, f011owed by Staff

Services, and, finally, InstructionalLogistics, which would be the most

vulnerable area in the Support Services category during times of fiscal

. 7

constraint: In fact, -IhstructionalLogistics had the highest regression
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coefficient in this analysis. The,R2 values were also quite

indicating that FCR had no explanatory power in'this analysis. The more

detailed analyses conducted for .further subcategories of the SupportServices

area yielded no difference in the results indicating that there were. nolarge

",

positive and negative values whack were Cancelling each other'ouf when

combined into a highetIevel anlaysis. The results are - consistent with the

finding in the aggregate function analysi(14).W401re:the overall Support

Servicts category was, also unrelated i.O district.:fiscal constraint.

Analysis of Administration Function.. By contrast to the'Support
.

.

.

Services category, allthree of . the subfunctions Ofthe'Adinistration:.:
;.!:

. ,
:., .

`category had relativelyl.arge regression coefficients:.BOth Ceneral.:
. :..:.- *K. ... .

..1-:

,Administration-(b1 7 .446Xand School Administration (81 .354):;.had:
.

large positive Coefficient. values, whilethe Business Services (b1

-.756) had a large negative coeffident value. This,indidates that within

the overall dollars, available for Administration, districts under greater

fiscal strain increased the School Board, Superintendeht, and School
o

Principal funding, while areas such as4iscalServices, Facilities

Acquisition and Construction,Internal.Services (Purchasing, Warehousing,

Printing), Central Services (Evaluation, Planning, Research), Information-.

Services, Staff Services (Recruiting, Staff Accounting, Inservice

Statistical Services, and.Data Processing Services when taken together had a

reduced budget share. Again, the general premise of areas favored (those

-closest to instruction) versus th6Se given lesOriority (those performing

supporting, non- instructional roles) appears` -;:tsibe supported., It 4s of

interest, however, that General.AdminiStration, which is farther away from

instructiciath'an School Administration, has a higher regression coefficient

value.. The R
2
change results for FCR show a mixed pattern with the FCR

prOvidingthe largest explanation of the variations in the percentage change



3

et allocation forGeneral AdMinistration'and OnlyAn small proportion

forachool:AdMiniatration. :.In'theAdministratiVe area, additional analyses
. .

were also:-:,Conu.dte. at :idWerHievela of subfunction4. There were too few",
.

,

cases inliany:instances.tn'allowa properanalsis:and no definite patterns
. (

'..O.E.resource:ollocation'46cisiOns were made evident.

Budget Allocation Patterns 1/Major Object of Expenditure

In the iie*t,analysis (#5), thects of Expenditure were aggregated
o

,

across.allfUnctiOna.' That is, the district data analyzed shoWed the total

of all Salaries, Employee Benefltsi Purchased ServicesiSupplies and

Outlay:.:And Other. Objects regardleas:df the fnnctiOn'in

they Were This provided:41.0?verali lookHat::the, resource

alloc on._deCiSiOns among the differentObjeciS:oeXpenditUre. The reSUltS

are shown in.Table:).O. -:Again, all foityLaii.:diatctsnsedeadhthe

objects of expenditure categories:. The a*rage.prOportiOw..ohe districts

budgets allodated to these ..of,,61 6Percent

Salaries to a low of 4 percent for Capital Outlay And':OtherObjeCts...

two of the object date 'ries had large regressioncoefficien'is4ralaries

(b1 = .401) and CapOal'OUtlay (b1 = -.463). TheSe findings ndicate:

that, overall,, as fistalatrain of districts increased, the:proportion of

their budgets spent for:salaries also increased while the; budget share of

capital outlay decreased..-:. The other budget categories showed little

relAtionship with fiscal constraint. The findings for. R2' change -k\a,T PCR

, s . .,
also indicate that its explanatory power was.greatest fir salaries and

capital outlay (R2 = .379 for Salaries anct!'.,244 for CapitalOutlay).

This outcome is generally consistent with the expectation of favoring

instruction over administration ea-the-bulk of salaried-go for teachers
,

(instructiol);While the-bulk fitapitaroutlay is coded in the accounting
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able, 10

ANALYSIS #5 -- AGGREGATE QBJECTS OF EXPENDITURE,..

FUNCTION"
MEAN BUDGET
.SHARE 1979 b

1
(% 79)

R2 CHANGE
'FOR FCR

Employee Benefits

Purchased 8erv-1.-qes'

46

46

46

61.3% 9 ..401

.060

.056

SUpplies and Materials 46'

capita; ctitia

Otter Ob

0..008

.463

.001

46 3.9%

.379

.055

.027%.

.001

.244

.000



etructure,as:an administrative cost.

..;

...: .

.:Budget' Allocation Patterns '1:)L ObjectWithin Major Fultions
!.

. .. ...,
Analysis im Object- Within'Instruction.,. The last three analyses in

this-series combined function and object of expenditure budget Categories by

analyzing'' the distribution of of ta;districts' budget among -the object
,

categories for each of the major functions-7Instrution, Support Services,

4
taxi Administration.l:The results are given in Table 11. Within:the

'anstrucrfon
7
category (#6) there,',Fere no objects withlarge regression

4
doeflicient.'This indicates thdt whatever shifting,amongObject categories:,4 .

...

occurred, if.driy, was largdly unrelated oliscal strain and that the changes
2

r,0

in percentage allocation of each object category Within Instruction were

small. Likewise, the R
2

results yielded no cases in which FC4had

significant explanatory power.

Analysis ObjectJlithin SupportServices. For the Support ,
:

.

Services analysis (#7), the ~findings again indidate little relationship

betika','ibe allocation of available monies among the different object of

expenditure categories and district fiscal strain. In nofte:Of'the equations

were the
R2

values of any significant magnitude.' Only the Salaries

,a

category (b1 = .133)had a regression coefficient aboVe the threshold of

interest level for an individual budget category. Its positive value
.t.

reflects a preference of districts for personnel over nonpersonnel

expenditures as district fiscal strain increased. This mair:consistent wiph

many districts' policies of reducing budgets in nonpersonnel areas first and

trying to4avoid personnel layoffs.

,Analysis 12L Object Within Administration. The strongest set of

r

findin6 wa*Jobtainedfrom,the analysis of the objects ot expenditure within

the Administration function (#8). Four of the six objects had large
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Table 11' 1,4

, 41,

ANALYSIS O' FUNCTIONS BY OBJECTSOF..EXPENDITURE

C

'ANALYSIS ,#6 INSTRUCUON
(OveraiIb'

A, 1
..1315)

"

' `r.

rt.

all

OBJECTS of ,
EXPENDITURE

V 0:

a.

tair

4

R2R tHANGE
FOR FCR
&dr.

,

O

I *eV
Saldries %:074 0 .041

4
Employee Beueflts0 46 .022 .009

Purchased Seri-Ices, 46 .005 .003'

or

Supplies 'and-Materihls 46 .033 .033",'

Capital Outlay. 45 .014. 1006

. 4
V Other Objects 41 .002 .031 I

0,

ANALYSIS #7 -- SUPPORT SERVICES'
(OVerall bl .004)

OBJECTS OF
EXPENDITURE

b
l

R2 CHANGE
FOR.FCR.

Salaries 46 .133 .033

ESployee Benefits 46 .018 ' ,004'

,..,

Purchased Services 4g .004 .000

,

Supplies and Materials 46 . -.006 ..000

w 4 .

Capital Outlay 46 .062 .004
:3

Othea Objects 43 .063 .015
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Table 11 (Continued)

ANALYSIS #8 -- ADMINISTRATION
(Overall b

1
= .299)

OBJECTS OF,
EXPENDITURE

n
2

R CHANGE
FOR FRC

Salaries 46 .417 .077

Employee Benefits. 46 .122 .062

Purchased Services 46 .339 .270

Supplies and Materials 46 .002 .000

Capital Outlay .855 .190

Other Objects 46 .015 .000

r
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regression coefficients. Salaries (b1 = .417), Employee Benefits (b1

= .122), and Purchased Services (b1 = .339) all had pOsitive values

.greater than .10. This indicates that as fiscal Strain increased, more 'o

the available administration &liars went toward Salaries and Purchased

Servicps, and, to a lesser extent, Employee Benefits, while under the same

increasing fiscal constraint conditions, less of the budget was spent on

Capital Outlay (b1 = -.855). The large negative coefficient is

consistent with the previous overall object of expenditure results; since the

bulk of Capital Outlay was recorded in the administration function area the

overall effects were accentuated. Also, in Administration the preference for

personnel over nonpersorihel expenditures was found as fiscal strain was
A

greater.
*

However, in spite of the relatively large values of the regression

coefficients, only Purchased Services 'and Capital Qutlay,had R
2
change

values which indicated much explanatory power lor'FCR.-

Instructional Measures

In addition to the budget allocation pattern analyses, the study

examined, general indicators of the status of thi instructional programs of

the sample districts. The need to use commonly available and standardized

district data limited the available measures, but two4indicators were

compiled for both the sample districts and for the State to provide a

comparison.

Instructional Personnel. The first measure was the change in the

number of instructional personnel employed"teachers, instructional aides,

and total instructional personnel (teachers.plus aides). These data"were

,r)

obtained from State Department of Education reports. The summary results are

shown in Table 12. For the districts n the sample, the total number of
./..-

teachers declined by 640 or 9.5 percent from 1978-79 to 1981-82. This

51
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'Table 12

CHANGES IN INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL FROM-1978-79 to 1981-82

Teachers
Instructional

Aides
Total

Instructional
Personnel

Aggregate Change for 640 +700. +60
Sample Districts

Aggregate % Change for -N 9.5% +72.0% +0.8%
Sample Districts

Total State Change 1643 +918 -725

Total State % 6.1% +23.1% 2.3%
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compared with an enrollment decline of 3.4.percent during this same period.

However, it should be noted that over 60 percent of the reduFtion in teachers
4

came from the two largest districts in the sample which represented only

about 30 percent of the total number of teachers in the sample. The other 44

districts in the sample had only a 5.3 reduction in the number of teachers

compared with a 2.6 reduction in their enrollment.

However, there was a significant growth in the number of

instructional aides, which was greater than the loss, -of teachers.,

by 700 in the sample districts, which resulted in an overall increase

grew

total instructional personnel of 60 persons. This same pattern',was:pteaeht

for the state during the, same .period. The number of teachers declined'W '

percent while the number of aides increased by 23 percent. There was. still- :'a+'

net loss of instructional personnel for the state as a whole since the

increased number of aides was lower than the number of teachers lost.

Student/Teacher Ratios. Another indication of the resource

allocation decisions in instruction is the student/teacher ratios used by

school districts. This measure takes into account both the number of

students and the number of teachers for their instruction. Comparisons of

these indicators are given in Table 13. For the sample districts taken as a

whole, the student/teacher ratio increased from 18.6 to 19.9 in the study

period. An average.teacher.had almost one-and-a-half more students per class

in 1981-82 than in 1978-79. On the other hand, the student/total

instructional personnel ratios declined from 16.3 to 15.6 reflecting the

increased number of instructional aides. Thus, the overall ratio-of students

to instructional personnel in the sample districts was improved during this

,
period. For the entire State, a similar occurrence was taking place. The

'student/teacher ratio increased from 16.6 in 1978-79 to 17.2 in 1981-82,

again reflecting more students in an average classroom. With the increase. of

1P
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Table 13

CHANGE IN STUDENT/PERSONNEL RATIOS
FROM 1978 -79,0 1981-82

Student Student Student
Teacher Instructional Total Instructional

Aides Personnel

Aggregate in Sample
Districts:

1978-79
1981-82

Difference

State Totals
1978-79
1981-82

Difference

18.6 119.2
19.9

+1.3

16.6

17.2

67.2

52.0

16.3

15.6

0.7



instructional aides the student/total instructional personnel ratio for the

state remained essentially constant for the study period at about 14.5.

Conclusions

Validation of Study Hypothesis

The findings of the study indicate that the initial expectations of

school district budget choices under fiscal constraint were. validated.

Districts did vary in their budget choices according to the degree of fiscal

constraint they experienCed. When fiscal constraint was greatest the budget.,

allocation patterns favored Instruction over other budget functions and
v-

Personnel expenditures were given priority over other object of expenditure

items. As fiscal constraint diminished and more monies became available to

school distritts, the share of the budget allocated to,the Administrative

nctiOn and to Cagtal_putlay increased. Budget allocations for Support.
-

. .

-.§0;vices were 'not fOUnd.:tOdepend on district fia'CalOUin

BUttket,`;'ialOCationPatterna

t. detailed budget levels as well, relationships were found

iisCal constraint and their budget allocatia patterns.

WithiicInsprdcloil, Regular Programs were given priority over Special

A '

increased. Insofar as this represents a

decisio'ntoo.4MAAaite bast .or, core instructional areas, the finding was

, zconsistent with ee4Re:4 '4itection of district budget decisions.

Ikmnhar ,the-inferPiPOsiablii) :the Special Programs was somewhat of a

sutici0.geSiV.erit4e'f04Pa S*ate mandates for special education programs,

ana;q4ifihdilatcatt54 40denta. The answer to this unexpected finding
- .

,,appears

,anaT iaiiv

ere were only two budget categories in this

regression coefficient for Regular Programs
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was positive, then the other regression coefficient(for Special Programs)

had to be negative in order to balance. Second, it was necessary to combine

all types of special programs into a single category in order to obtain

consistent expenditure informatiOn from all sample districts. Unfortunately,

this procedure obliterated the differences between the different types of

special programs, and expenditure data for mandated and nonmandated programs

were combined into a single amount for each distrat. Thus, the combination- ,

of expenditUres for special education, adult education, and summer schbol was

rt
given a lower priority by districts when compared with the Regular Programs.

Additionallyvthenecessaryaggregetionof,ell specialprograms may well have

obscured relationships between each of these individual areas and district

'fisCel constraint. As noted previously, incomplete.. budget data did not

permit a thorough analysis Of:,subprograMS within each of the ma or,t4es of

instructional programs or across the different subprograms.

Within the overall Administration function, both the General

Administrative and the School. Administrative areas shOwed a tendency to

ncrease their,percentage of the budget aEr'distriete fiscal constraint

increased, whilethePrOportions of the BuSinesaServices sUb4UnCtions

decreased. There are several possible explanations for this result'. Both

General Administration and School Administration are relatively indivisible

activities when compared with Business Services; every district must have

school board,' superintendent, and at least a minimal supporting staffand

every school needs a princi 1 andother administrative personnel (vice
4

principal(s), clerical staf depending on its size. The number of Business

Services personnel can be expanded or reduced more easily depending upon

funding which is. available fid the level of services required. Further; and

:drawing on the hypothesis of this study, School Administration, and to a

lesser extent General Administration, are closer to instruction than central
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office functions and would be expected to be favored during difficUlt

economic times. However, the results also indicate that General

Administration, which is farther from instruction than School Admin'istration,

fared better under conditions of fiscal constraint than did School

AdMinistration. Why this occurred. is not clear from the data, although

*flOcia. Administration had a totalixidget of approximately twice. that 'of!

General:Administration. The.greater'budget amount may -have providbd more

flexibiility in rearranging operations more efficiently at the school, level

than at the superintendent and school board levels. Other explanations would

be(1) that some School:Closures during the periodFreducedScliool

AdMinistration expendituresand (2) that those making theifinal-budget

,,

allocation decisions (i.e., superintendents andaCh 1 boa'ida) .plaCe4;.'

slightly' higlie:'`priorities on GeneralAdMinistrationaCtivities.

-The bare of districts' bdtetSailnsCatedfor Salaries showed as,

-defin#etendency to increase as fiscal constraint' increased while

'enditUres of Capital Outlay decreased as ,aperCentage of the budgets under

I:.

bhe same Conditions., This result dan be explained by the' importance accorded

to personnel as the primary resource for instruction and by the strength, of

the teacher unions in enhancing th# economic status of their membership.
o . ,

While the data did not permit amore detailed. analysis of the Salaries

finding, it was surmised from the concurrent loss of teachers during this

time that the increase in salary levels of the remaining-teachers and the

salary costs for the newly added instructional aides accounted for the

priority given to this area. Capital outlay included expenditures for such

items as land, buildings, improvements, equipment, and vehicles. The

purchase of these items often can be ,deferred to a later Period'if sufficient

funds are not available in the current period. !,!Those districts which

experienced, gteater fiscal constraint are thocighCt,oaVe delerte41Akital
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Outlay expenditures. during their difficult years, while those with available

funds could and did spend them in this area. Another supporting'

Interpretation of these results is that enrollment decline's may have meant

that school facilities were not'in such demand and funds were freed fok

reallocation to other areas (i.e., personnel salaries). -

,Employee Benefits, which is a personnelrelated expenditure, did not

show .a.strong relationship overall or with ,Salaries. This indicates that as

increased a tradeoff between. Salaries and Employeefiscal constraint

Benefits was made inhiChSalaries were given priority and Employee BenefitS

deemphasized.

-1.ack_of Fiscal Constraint Among Ote n School Districts

A second and certainly unexp ed overall _finding was that the school

district's in the sample for the most p t did not experience fiscal

constraint. None of the districts in the sample had Actual-budget reductions

from 1978 -79 to 1981-82. When measured by either total expenditures or. by

expenditures per student, the districts generally fared well; the same was

true forthe statewide averages for these measures. Both the sample

districts' and the state's average growth rates for total expenditures and

for expenditures per student grew at an annual rate of apProximately 4-1/2

percent above the Consumer Price Index of the State. This indicates that

school distric*achieved substantial real.grpwth during a time'.Of serious

economic difficulties in the Stdie. However, this finding does not mean that

.

districts in the sample or in the state. were without any fiScal:pressures
,

'-'

during this time 'Many districts had been A eavily reliant'on federal timber.

revenue§,to support theik total budgets: With the downturn in the housing

industry and the consequent recession in the timber industry in the state,

these revenues were curtailed, sometimes:severely. Districts were forced to



. ....,

...,.

increase local .property taxes 44 order.ZAmake up for the fost'timber
.

..,,..
. .

revenues. Many' districts experienced subskant4aI voter. resistance to t1revenues.

.

A.,iilireased take

e

,and the propora elections that failed during

ose*.bharct.. Thus,.dis to balance Veryarefully

f (axle

ricts had

,.pro otedtexp'enditures* ith,the available revenlied in this period.

Ptroorniell. Changls

In,revietfingF h district ersonnel data it appears- that' districts
v..

were %ble toritAud the Vmber of tea ers faster than

their

1.

theyexperienced

orted

radios

"cost

declines in enrollMents. This result is contrary to some previously r
. .

occurrences. _These changes were also reflected in the student/teacher

of the districts. Student/teacher ratio decisions are important

control as well as fOr instructional effectiveness since the overall costs

are sensitive to small changes in this measure. Out of the 46 sample

districts, 31 had higher stud nt/teadher ratios in 1981-82 than in 1978 -79.

The increases in the student/t acher ratios experienced ,by the sample.

distiic;s and by, the state .a
.

whole served to reduce instructional costs.

The sample districts also reported a.large.increase in the number of

instructional aides during this period. The net tesultwas a definite shift

toward less eXpensive instructional personnel and an increase in-the total

number of instructionaLpersonnel. Thus the o call. student/instructional

personnel.. ratio was lowered.

Limitations

The findingscof this study were derived from the budget,,data of the

sample districts. These data, while reported by districts in a standardized

format, were necessarily aggregated by function and object of.expenditure

within each:district. SO while it was 'possible to analyze statistically.the,
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relationships "betwee4ydistrict .tiscl Constraint.and

decisions, It was not poedibte:.io'determine..any specific actions,taken.by,

. . , , .

individual districts, froriiHte budget' data ayailable..For exailiple, it. could

not be determined whether oneprograiai:,area was favore&nver another (e.g..,

mathematics given priority OV foreign:languages) ori4n, WhiCh partiCUlar

areas persOnnel reductions or OfrinnS mayyhaVe been made ( .g., teachers,
,

support staff, administrative personnel), or wbetherCertainCOursea,. support

activities, or administrative fUnctil:ins were eliminated added.these are

interesting and important questions4ndrequird detailed_: age studiesOf
. .

individual district actions in budgetary, Tersonnel :ancLTrogrammatic.areas.
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